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SelfieType 
Artificial Intelligence

Samsung’s new innovative project could make 

laptop keyboards obsolete. SelfieType by 

Samsung is a software that allows users to turn 

an empty surface ( like a tabletop ) into an 

invisible keyboard using artificial intelligence. 

The AI technology maps and analyzes finger and 

joint movements through the front camera on 

Samsung smartphones.  This new software has 

the potential to provide flexibility in your day to 

day work where most portable / virtual 

keyboards fail.  

No more worrying about spilling coffee on your 

keyboard - just on the table. 
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Transparent Hood 
Industrial Technology

Invisible car by 2020? We guess this is close 

enough! Continental’s transparent hood displays 

the area beneath the vehicle to the driver, giving 

the ability to see obstacles and terrain that 

would otherwise be obstructed from the driver’s 

view. 

The technology is based on Continental’s 

Surround View system, consisting of four 

cameras and a control unit that delivers images 

to the vehicle's display. The driver can easily see 

the ground view immediately in front of them, 

allowing for additional safety and convenience 

while driving. This first of its kind technology has 

the potential to make a major impact on drivers 

everywhere, especially with reducing vehicle 

damages while parking.
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Mastercard announced a new augmented reality 

(AR) app that brings card benefits to life. 

Consumers with a credit card backed by 

Mastercard can see, explore and access their 

card benefits through a photo-realistic AR 

experience. 

App users will be transported to a 360-degree 

virtual environment, where a series of interactive 

portals brings their card benefits to life. 

Everything from Priceless experiences to safety 

and security benefits can be viewed through the 

app.  

The app is planned to launch during 2020’s 2nd 

quarter.  
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Mastercard App 
Augmented Reality 



Nextmind 
Neurotechnology 
Do you ever wish that sending a text message could be 

as easy as just thinking it? Nextmind unveiled the 

world’s first brain-sensing wearable that delivers real-

time device control using just a person’s thoughts. This 

groundbreaking technology is a first-of-its-kind, 

noninvasive, brain-computer interface that translates 

brain signals instantly from the user’s visual cortex into 

digital commands for any device in real time. 

The small, light-weight, round device fits into the back 

of a cap or headband, and rests gently on the user’s 

head. It captures data from the electrical signals 

created by the user’s neuron activity in the visual 

cortex, and using machine learning algorithms, 

transforms that output into communication that 

enables easier interaction and control with a 

computer, AR/VR headset or any device within the 

Internet of Things. A limited number of NextMind 

Development Kits will ship during the first half of 2020. 5



MasterCard 
Sonic Branding 
Mastercard just dropped its first single - yes you 

read that right. Mastercard is redefining how 

people interact and recall the brand with the 

drop of its first-ever sonic-integrated music 

single. 

 Mastercard is collaborating with songwriter and 

producer Niclas Molinder to engage with up and 

coming global artists. Together, they will 

commission them to build upon the Mastercard 

sound architecture to curate an auditory 

experience that brings new meaning and 

purpose to the brand. 

For its first release, Mastercard is engaging with 

Swedish artist Nadine Randle and their new song 

titled “Merry Go Round,” the first single for an 

upcoming album released by Mastercard 

integrating sonic, due to launch later in 2020. 

Streaming on Youtube now. 
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Samsung: Artificial 
Humans 
AI
Samsung subsidiary STAR Labs has officially 

unveiled its mysterious “artificial human” 

project, Neon, designed to be a human-like 

interface that eventually will take over jobs like a 

yoga instructor or news anchor. But we learned 

this project is still in its infancy.  

If properly executed, this project could give us a 

promising yet dangerous glimpse into what AI 

could mean for our future. Jarvis or iRobot?
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https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2020/1/3/21047923/samsung-neon-artificial-human-ces-2020-rumor


This Foot 
 Does Not Exist 
Machine Learning

MSCHF has trained a computer to create fake 
foot pics.  

MSCHF has made a website that generates fake 
feet to send directly to your phone - with your 
permission of course. This is done using a 
generative adversarial network (GAN) in which 
two virtual robots “compete”. One tries to make 
real things and the other tries to identify fake 
things. In this way, the two networks improve on 
each other to efficiently create high quality 
results. Often used in things like computer vision 
for self-driving cars or automatically creating 
imitations of paintings or photographs, MSCHF 
has put it to the most arbitrary test. 
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Oculus Quest Hand 
Tracking 
Virtual Reality

Oculus Quest opened the door to allow users to 

interact with VR in a natural way by using their 

controllers, but now, they have released a new 

update that lets you interact without controllers, 

using only your hands.  

In this initial release, you can use your hands to 

navigate and interact within Quest’s Home 

interfaces like Library and Store, plus in select 

first-party apps like the Oculus Browser and 

Oculus TV. You can even set your floor height for 

a stationary Guardian boundary using your hands

—no controller necessary.
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Spotify Podcast Ads 

Spotify  has announced Streaming Ad Insertion 

(SAI), its new, proprietary podcast ad technology 

for Spotify Podcast Ads. The technology makes 

key data — like actual ad impressions, frequency, 

reach, plus anonymized age, gender and device 

type — available to podcasters and advertisers 

for the first time.  

At launch, Spotify’s SAI technology will only be 

made available to its original and exclusive 

shows. This is because Spotify can control this 

content and knows what its backend looks like, 

making the new technology easier to implement. 

SAI aims to improve the ad experience even 

more because the ads will be better-targeted 

and data-driven, like other modern-day digital 

marketing. 
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Delta’s Parallel 
Reality Display 
Parallel Reality

Delta and Misapplied Sciences have released a 

new technology that many people never thought 

was possible. 

Their parallel reality display can show different 

things to different people at the same time - 

without special glasses, smartphone trickery, or 

any other intermediary technology. This 

technology has so many possibilities, like various 

closed captioning based on language ability and, 

more specific to Delta, showing individual flight 

information per person to different people at the 

exact same time. Who knows what more awaits, 

but with this technology, I guess anything is 

possible. 
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Born a creative agency. 
Built to innovate.

We help brands pioneer the future of their industries. 

That’s why we consider it our job to stay up on emerging technologies.

redpepper is a creative agency and Innovation Lab. We started evolving in this 
direction years ago, when agencies everywhere were trying to understand how to 
keep up with changing technology. This was our way of diversifying. We knew the 
ever-changing marketing landscape was not something to try and tame, but to make 
friends with, and to help others do the same by teaching them how to more 
creatively do business within it.  

Looking back on what definitely felt risky at the time, we have zero regrets. What we 
do have are more opportunities to help our clients by applying our creativity in 
meaningful ways, which is all we really ever wanted to do in the first place. 

Talk to a real human — 

Samara Anderson, VP of Sales & Marketing:  

samara@redpepperland.com 
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https://twitter.com/redpepper
https://www.facebook.com/redpepper
https://www.instagram.com/redpepper.land/


The Brief

• https://www.theverge.com/2020/1/7/21051390/samsung-artificial-human-neon-digital-avatar-
project-star-labs 

• Samsung's SelfieType creates a magic, invisible keyboard for your phone 

‣  Contintental's Transparent Hood 
• https://thisfootdoesnotexist.com/  

• https://www.oculus.com/blog/thumbs-up-hand-tracking-now-available-on-oculus-quest/?
locale=en_US. 

•  https://www.fastcompany.com/90443495/deltas-parallel-reality-airport-display-sounds-like-

sci-fi-but-its-real 

‣ New Mastercard App Brings Card Benefits to Life via Augmented Reality 
‣  Nextmind Neurotechnology 
‣ MasterCard Unveils Its First Music Single 
• Spotify brings streaming ad insertion technology to podcasts
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